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The nature of the magnetic state of strong random magnetic anisotropy �RMA� remains elusive. It
is unclear whether the RMA and the Ising spin glass systems belong to the same class or not. Here,
we demonstrate, by investigations of the static, critical, and slow dynamic properties of a Dy-base
bulk metallic glass �BMG�, the RMA can be classified to a universal class of glass different from
Ising spin glass. The results have implication for understanding the connection between RMA and
spin glass and the subtle role of anisotropy in the magnetic transition of disorder and frustrated
systems. On the other hand, our study has the significance in developing efficient BMGs for
functional applications. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2827198�

The collective and slow dynamics of the spin glass1 �SG�
and random magnetic anisotropy2–4 �RMA� have been exten-
sively studied. One of the controversial issues for both sys-
tems is whether they belong to the same class. In SG, ran-
dom competing exchange interaction �J� plays the dominant
role, and only slight anisotropy D ��J� exists which plays a
subtle role in the nature of transition such as the critical
exponents and slow dynamics.1,6,7 However, the situation be-
comes more complicated in RMA of which the ground state
is determined by the competition between D and J. A corre-
lated speromagnet �CSM� for D /J�1 and speromagnetic
�SM� state for D /J�1 were suggested.3 At an intermediate
anisotropy to exchange ratio, Billoni et al.9 suggests a
Heisenberg-type spin glass �HSG� behavior. Theoretical
works10,11 shown that, in the limit of D→�, the RMA pos-
sesses the Ising spin glass �ISG� behavior. However, the evi-
dence of directly relating energy structure and critical dy-
namics of the strong RMA to an ISG is elusive.3–8 The heavy
rare earth based bulk metallic glasses12,13 �BMGs� not only
possess high thermally stability, the facility of bulk form, and
excellent mechanical property, but also have profuse mag-
netic structure for promising functional applications. Al-
though good candidates as magnetic refrigerants have been
suggested,13 the magnetic transition and slow dynamics be-
havior of these BMGs have not been studied yet. The under-
standing of these issues has importance in fundamental phys-
ics of glasses and in developing materials for functional
usage.

In this paper, we study the transition and slow dynamics
of a Dy-based BMG taken as an ideal strong RMA. We com-
pare our results with the theoretical works about RMA and
ISG to settle the question of the connection between RMA
and ISG. From the magnetic measurements, a transition line
in the H-T plane in the form of Almeida-Thouless �A-T�
line14 has been obtained in the low field suggesting the Ising
property, and a crossover behavior is observed in higher field
region that may associate with HSG-like behavior. The re-
laxation of low field ac susceptibility above Tg reflecting the
dynamic spin correlation is analyzed using an equation simi-
lar to the Ogielski function.15

The typical Dy-based BMG Dy40Al24Co20Y11Zr5 was
prepared in a form of a rod of 3 mm in diameter by arc
melting pure constituent elements in a Ti-gettered argon at-
mosphere. Their amorphous nature was ascertained by x-ray
diffraction, transmission electron microscope, and differen-
tial scanning calorimeter.13 The temperature �T� and field de-
pendence of magnetization were measured in Physical Prop-
erties Measurement System, PPMS 6000.

Figure 1�a� shows T dependence of the magnetization
under a large field range of 100 Oe–2 T. The zero field
cooled �ZFC� branch was measured on heating after initially
cooling from 200 to 2 K in zero field. The field cooled �FC�
branch was measured on heating after initially cooling to 2 K
in the same measuring field. Each ZFC curve exhibits a cusp,
and near about the same temperature, bifurcation appears
between the FC and ZFC branches. The peak temperature of
ZFC curve is regarded as the spin freezing temperature Tf.
For ISG, an A-T line14 was theoretically suggested as a field-
dependent transition line and observed for many conven-
tional SGs. From plotting Tf vs H2/3 �Fig. 1�b��, it is clearly
seen that the A-T line is satisfied well in the low field region.
However, a crossover behavior occurs in above 4000 Oe.
To further conform this crossover, we also analyze the filed
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� T dependence of the ZFC and FC magnetizations
�b� Field dependence of Tf. �c� Field dependence of other characteristic
temperatures. �d� Magnetic hysteresis loop at 2 K after field of 500 Oe
cooling between ±5080, ±8080, and ±10080 Oe.
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dependence of other characteristic temperatures as listed in
Fig. 1�c�. The results indicate that the longitudinal magneti-
zation of the RMA in the low field region shows an ISG-like
behavior, while in high field, it may transform into a HSG-
like state. Previous work4 of a strong RMA showing only the
A-T line without crossover might be due to the limited field
range used ��300 Oe�.

Similar anisotropy-induced crossover has been
suggested16 in a mean-field model for a HSG with weak
random Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya anisotropy. In terms of the
above results, it is possible to conclude that some common
characteristics exist among real HSG, ISG, and strong RMA
in the low field limit. Figure 1�d� displays the hysteresis
loops after cooling the glass to 2 K in 500 Oe. All the curves
shift perpendicularly above the origin and the centers move
down with increasing range of fields suggesting the strong
RMA, which is different from some archetypal SGs where
displaced loops along the field axis are observed.1

Figure 2�a� shows the ac susceptibility at 111 Hz with
different probing ac fields of 0.1 and 10 Oe. The susceptibil-
ity of 10 Oe superposes on the curve of 0.1 Oe in the whole
T range suggesting the linear response to the field perturba-
tion. This is different from that of some weak RMA �Ref. 17�
which shows strong dependence of the ac susceptibility on
the probing fields. Figure 2�c� displays the �� at 11 Hz with
ac field of 0.1 Oe under different dc fields of 0, 20, 50, and
100 Oe. The curves are nearly the same in this low dc field
region. The ac susceptibility of strong RMA is stronger to
external fields than that of the weak RMA �Refs. 8 and 17�,
in which usually several gauss of dc fields can make obvious
difference on shape of the curve.

The T dependent �� at different frequencies from
10 to 104 Hz under 2 Oe are displayed in Fig. 2�d�. The
frequency sensibility of Tf���, represented by
�Tf��� / �Tf���� log 10��, is determined to be �0.036,
which is close to that of a conventional SG. Well above Tf, in
the paramagnetic regime, the frequency dependent suscepti-
bility follows the Debye relation well. Near Tf, for random
and strong frustration system, a broad distribution of relax-
ation time is expected. A simple relationship between �� and
�� is obtained,18 �����= �� /2�d����� /d ln �. Figure 2�b�

shows that this relationship is precisely obeyed for the whole
T range measured at both 33 and 6666 Hz indicating the
broad relaxation distribution.

The � dependent maximum in �� indicates Tf. For criti-
cal slowing down dynamics, it is expected that the correla-
tion length diverges at the transition T and the relaxation
time obeys the relationship1,15

	max = 	 � �Tf/Tg − 1�−zv, �1�

where 	max is the maximum of the relaxation time. For con-
ventional SG, the zv is between 4 and 13, and 	� is
�10−10–10−13 s. As shown in Fig. 3�b�, the best fit to Eq. �1�
gives 	� =10−6 s, Tg=16.6 K, and zv=7.16. It is noted that
the value of 	� is much larger than that of conventional SG,
and zv is comparable with the value obtained from Ogielski’s
simulation for ISG.15 The much larger value of 	� gives the
fundamental difference between the RMA and SG system.

To further understand the critical dynamics, we analyze
the data according to the relation derived by Ogielski,
lim�→0���−1����� /�����=	av, where 	av is the average cor-
relation time. Figure 3�a� shows �−1��� /��� vs � in a log-log
diagram near and above Tg. At given T, �−1��� /��� ap-
proaches a frequency independent value in the low frequency
limit. By fitting the values extracted from the low frequency
limit according to Eq. �1�, the 	�, Tg, and zv are determined
to be 3.64
10−6 s, 16.1 K, and 6.2, respectively. The values
of 	� and Tg are nearly the same with those obtained with
	max but the zv gets smaller. It is noted that 	av is about one
order smaller than 	max which further demonstrates that the
relaxation distribution is really broad. Simulations usually
perform on system close to equilibrium. In the linear re-
sponse regime, above Tg, the time dependence of the zero
field ���t� in equilibrium directly reflects the behavior of the
dynamic spin correlation function.15,19 For ISG in thermal

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The �� at 111 Hz with different ac fields �b� ��
gotten from experiment directly compared with obtained from Lendgren
relation under an ac magnetic field of 2 Oe. �c� The �� under different dc
fields. �d� The �� at frequencies ranging from 10 to 104 Hz.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� �−1��� /��� vs � at different temperatures in a
log-log diagram. The inset shows relaxation time 	 f and 	av vs T, and the red
lines were obtained by fitting of a power law. �b� Relaxation of ��t� deter-
mined above Tg. The continuous red lines are the fitting lines.
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equilibrium, it was suggested that the dynamic correlation
function follows the empirical formula,

q�t� = ct−�e−�t/	 � ��
, �2�

where c, �, 	�, and � are T dependent parameters. For strong
RMA, Chakrabarti11 indicated that in three dimensions
�d=3� in the limit of infinite anisotropy strength, the RMA
exhibits a finite-temperature phase transition to a nonferro-
magnetic ground state, with critical exponents consistent
with those of the d=3 short-range ISG. Figure 3�b� shows
the zero field time dependent susceptibility in a log-log
diagram above Tg �T /Tg�1.5–1.8� to reflect the equilibrium
dynamics. Figure 3�b� shows the fits of Eq. �2� to the
experimental data. The data are fitted very well in the entire
time domain. The parameters c, 	�, �, and � are determined
to be �0.016±4�
10−4, 0.105±0.003, 3.8
10�−4±1� s, and
−0.18±0.0033 at 26 K. The results show that Eq. �2� de-
scribes, not only the time dependence of q�t� from the simu-
lation for ISG, but also the time dependence of ���t�, and
thus related q�t� for strong RMA.

Below Tg, the relaxation is affected by aging that is re-
vealed by the dependence of the response on the waiting
time.1,20,21 However, there are yet no theoretical attempts
dealing with the aging behavior of the strong RMA systems.
To understand the slow dynamics, the time dependence of
the MZFC and thermoremanent magnetization �TRM� of the
metallic glass was carried out. The time dependence of MZFC
was performed as follows: the sample was cooled to the mea-
suring temperature Tm in zero field; after waiting for tw, the
field was turned on and the magnetization was recorded as
function of time. For the TRM measurement, the sample was
first cooled from a temperature from well above Tg to Tm
under 200 Oe; after a wait time tw, the external field was
switched off and the magnetization was recorded. Figure 4�a�
shows that MZFC depends on the waiting time and, with in-
creasing waiting time, the magnetization curve falls into a
lower level. It is found that a power law times a stretched
exponential function fits both the growth of MZFC and decay

of MTRM over the entire time interval very well, M̄

=M0t−�e−�t / 	0��
, where M̄ is the normalized magnetization as

labeled in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. This behavior is different from
the simulation results of Ogielski and experimental results
for an ISG reported, both of which show algebraic
dependence.15,21 In fact, the curvature of the curves in the
log-log diagrams in Fig. 4�a� and 4�b� indicates that the time
responses deviate from the logarithmic and algebraic depen-
dence. We also fit results for slow dynamics at several other
temperatures with the same form well, and similar form has
been used to a metallic spin glass in the immediate vicinity
of Tg.15

Our results provide several clues about the nature of
RMA and its relationship with ISG. The RMA indicates criti-
cal slowing down to SM structure with a finite Tg=16.6 K.
Also, it shares many common features with ISG, such as a
maximum in MZFC, where the MZFC and MFC are exhibiting
bifurcation, nondiverging susceptibility, nonexponential re-
laxation near Tg, hysteresis, and the A-T line in the low field
region. On the other hand, there are major differences be-
tween the RMA and ISG. The relaxation time near Tg is
much larger than that of conventional SG. The relaxation
below Tg does not accord with the theoretical prediction and
experimental work of real ISG. We notice that the dominant
role of strong RMA in the glassy alloy is different from the
random and frustration of exchange coupling in ISG. Further,
in the simulation of RMA, the ferromagnetic exchange inter-
action and the assumption that D→� are usually adopted,
while in practical amorphous magnets, D is finite and the
contribution of negative J to critical dynamics may act a role.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �Color online� �a� Growth of MZFC in a log-log
diagram. �b� Decay of MTRM in a log-log diagram, the black straight lines
are guide for the eyes. �c� Evolution of �MZFC�104�−MZFC� /MZFC�104�, the

red line is the best fit by M̄ =M0t−�e−�t / 	0��
. �d� Evolution of �MTMR

−MTMR�104�� /MTMR�104� and the red fitting line.
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